
FIRST ANNUAL FAN POLL - RESULTS Pollster: 0. Wells, 200 Atlas #1 
Dirham, N.C.

Forty-seven ballots were received on time and. two others quite late (they were not 
counted). In the results for section I, the first number indicates the twtal number 
of points received, and the string of figures following indicate the distribution 
of votes. For example, in a six-place category such as A, (2-1-1-O-O-3) means the 
fanzine or whatever received 2 first place votes, one second place vote, and so on; 
a dash indicates all preceding figures are omitted, as for example (—1-3) means ore 
next-to-last place vote and three last place votes, with no higher votes received. 
The only official score, of course is the point score, which is calculated on the 
basis of one point fb r a last-place vote, two points for a next-to-last place vote, 
and so on.
Any errors in addition noted (you can, of course, check my addition for part I from 
the distribution given), any errors in assigning fanzines to editors, columns to 
fanzines, any misspellings of names, aad any possible..misrecordings of votes (where 
checking is possible) should be pointTd*out to me as soon as they are discovered; I 
intend to distribute an additional (and final) report with the next issue of CADENZA, 
late this summer, aid in th± I will include all corrections.

PART I
A. BEST SINGLE PUBLICATION (Including one shots aid outstanding individual issues 
of regular fanzines):
1. A Sense of FAPA (Richard Eney) 7k (21-U-3)
2. Remembrance of Things pastVIII (Spaceways issue) (Eney) 21 (3-6-0)
3. Xero #9 (Pht & Dick Lupoff) 20 (h-3-2)
U. Warhoon #17 (Richard Bergeron) 11 (3-0-2) /What magic in the name Richard?/
3. The Eighth Stage of Fandom (Robert Bloch) 7 (2-0-1)
Six votes: Key to the Terminology of SF Fandom (Don Franson); Xero #8 (Lupoffs); 
Warhoon #16 (Bergeron)(, Five ooints: ATOM Anthology (Arthur Thomson); Axe Annish 
(Larry & Noreen Shaw); Lighthouse #3 (Terry Carr). Four points: Bane annish (Vic 
Ryan); Homunculus (Avram Davidson); Fhrker's Peregrinations (Ella Parker); Void #28 
(White-Carr-Graham-Benford). Three points: Amra v2nl8 (Scithers); Fancyclopedia 2 
(Eney); A Figment of a Dream; LA3FS Holiday Art Supplement. Two Points: ^stra's 
Tower (bradley);. Harrogate Con program (Shorrock); IPSO FACTO #3; Serenade (unnum
bered - Bergeron); Who’s Who in SF Fandom (Broyles). Gne point: Amra v2#21 (Scith
ers); ERB Bibliography; The Enchanted Duplicator (Willis); Al ter Ego #li; Void #29; 
Ergo Ego (Moorcock); Warhoon #13 (Bergeron); Lord of the Rings Portfolio (Cawthorn).

B. BEST FANZINE (at least one issue must have appeared in 1962):

1. Warhoon (Richard Bergeron) 336 (lh-9-6-2-0-1-0-0-0-0-2-0)
2. Xero (pat & Dick Lupoff) 268 (7-6-1i-Ii-3-O-1-1-1-1-O-O)
3. Yandro (Buck & Juanita Coulson) 232 (O-3-3-7-6-3-O-O-3-O-1-1)
U. Cry (Seattle fandom) 213 (3-0-9-2-1-2-3-0-0-1-2-0)
3. Shangri-L'Affaires (Los Angeles fandom) 167 (O-3-2-2-3-2-2-3-3-O-1-1)
6. Axe (Larry & Noreen Shaw) 132 (0-U-0-1-2-2-2-2-U-1-3-2)
7. Horizons (Harry Warner) 131 (O-3-l-2-i|-2-l-l-2-l-O-2)
8. Hyphen (Walter Willis & Ian McAuley) 113 (1-2-2-1-2-2-1-1-2-1-0-1)
9. Amra (George Scithers) 108 (3-0-2-1-1-2-1-2-0-1-1-0)
10. Bane (Vic Ryan) 102 (2-O-O-l-l-2-h-3-2-O-O-O)
11. Lighthouse (Terry Carr) 99 (O-2-3-2-O-O-1-O-1-2-1-1)
12. Viper (Bill Donoho) 98 (2-1-O-1-2-1-2-2-1-1-1-0)
13. Scottishe (Ethel Lindsay) 86 (1-1-O-2-1-1-1-1-1-3-3-O)
Ik. Salamander (Fred Patten) 60 (O-2-1-1-O-1-1-O-1-O-O-2)

Void (White-Graham-Carr-Benford) 60 (2-0-0-2-0-1-1-1-0-0-0-0)
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15. Cadenza (Charles Wells) 59 (O-O-2-O-1-1-O-1-2-2-2-1)
16. Orion (Ella Parker) 57 (1-1-O-1-2-O-O-O-O-1-3-O)
17. Kipple (Ted Patüs) 5Ú (0-0-0-3-2-0-2-2-0-1-0-1)
18. Eynatron (Roy Tackett) 50 (1-0-0-1-1-0-1-1-0-3-0-1)
19. Vorpal Glass (Karen Andersn) b-9 (0-1-0-2-0-1-1-1-0-0-1-0)
23. G2 (Joe Gibson) h2 (0-0-1-1-0-0-1-2-0-1-1-2)
21. lyddite (Gary Dándorfer) 3U (1-0-0-1-0-0-1-1-0-0-1-0) 

(Starspinkle (Ron ELlik) received 32 votes (0-1-1-0-1-0-0-0-0-0-1-1) but is not 
eligible because it published no issues in 1962; it would go here if it were).

Fanzines with less than 30 votes were: Gaul (29), Descant (27), Fanac (25), Skyrack 
(20), Msgaloscope (19), -x-Skoanx- (19), Dafoe (18), Speleobem (17), St efantasy (16), 
Comic Art (15), Fantasy Collector (5), Loki (lú), Twilight Zine (S ), Mirage (12), 
Rhodomagnetic Digest (12), Bixel (11), Cinder (11), SF Tines (11), Inside (10), 
Ailleurs, Discord, Menace of the LASFS, Uchujin (8 each), K.O., Pot pourri, Stupe
fying Stories (7 each), Introspection, ERBdom, Gardyloo, Haverings, Hobgoblin (6 
each), Panic Button, Scribbl, , A Sense of Fapa (5 each), The Bug Eye, Parker's Pere
grinations, Sol, There Must be a Horse in Here Somewhere, Tightbeam, The National 
Faitasy Fan, Vagary (U each), Nebulous, ParaFANalia, Smudge (3 each), Differential, 
Luna, Pas-tell, Serenade, Vector (2 each), Bhismillah, Confusion (eligible?), Maga
zine cf Fantasy and Science Fiction, SF Index (1 each).

C. BEST FAN ARTIST

1. Arthur Thomson 139 (lli-U-U-5-1-2) 
2. Bjo Trimble 92 (U-7-3-2-5-5) 
3, Eddie Jones 80 (ú-5-2-6-1-3) 
h. George Barr 67 (5-11-3-0^3-0) 
5. Roy Krenkel 63 (6-2-1-3-2-O) 
6. Jim Cawthom 58 (3-11-3-1-1-3) 
7. Richard Bergeron 50 (5-2-1-2-O-O) 
8. Steve Stiles 30 (2-1-2-1-1-O) 
9. Dave Prosser 17 (0-0-3-1-1-0) 
10. Dan Adkins 16 (0-1-1-1-1-2)
Also; Bhob Stewart (13), Terry Jeeves, 
Cynthia Goldstone (12 each), Jack Har
ness (11), Larry Ivie, William Rostier, 
Silvia Dees (10 each), Jerry Burge (9), 
Don Simpson, Alva Rogers (8 ea), Tim 
Dumont, Dick Schultz (6 ea), Juanita 
Coulson, DEA, Don Metzger.(5 eg); FOUR: 
Lanctot, (Barbi) Johnson; THREE: Douth- 
waite, Kojuna, Nott, Meathringham; TWO: 
Gilbert, Kimball, Zuber; ONE: R. White, 
Casseres. Add Kwiat under "two".

D. BEST FAN CARTOONIST

1. Arthur Thomson 188 (18-8-7-3-1-1)
2. Ray Nelson 116 (8-5-5-5-3-2)
3. Steve Stiles 100 (7-6-3-Ú-1-2)
L. Bjo Trimble 96 (2-9-5-5-1-2)
5. William Rostler 82 (h-6-5-0-3-2)
6. Bhob Stewart 59 (3-3-Ú-1-3-1)
7. Gary Deindorfer 31 (2-1-O-3-1-3)
8. -Terry Jeeves 21 (1-0-2-1-2-0)
9. Eddie Jones 10 (0-1-0-1-1-0)
10. Andy Reiss 7 (0-0-1-1-0-0)

Richard Schultz 7 (0-0-1-0-1-1)
SIX: Juanita Coulson, Cawthorn; FIVE: 
Hinge, Williamson, FBusby, Harness; FOUR: 
Gilbert, Hoffman, Zuber; THREE: Bérgeron, 
Mattson, Hike; TWO: Kwiat, Locke, Simp
son, NRapp; ONE: Barr, Ifeggie Thompson, 
Mizuro, Jean Young, Battin.

E. BEXT COLUMN
1. The Harp the Once or Twice (Willis-Warhoon) llj.3 (15-5-6-0-1-1)
2 File 13 (Boggs-Warhoon) 36 (3-2-0-2-0-1)
3. With Keen Blue Eyes and a Bicyd e (FBusby-Cry) 3h (l-h-0-2-1-0)
U. Accidentals and Nomics (Blich-warhoon) 32 (1-O-5-2-O-O)
5. Beermutterings (Anderson-Vorpal Glass) 30 (3-0-1-2-1-0)
6. Fifth Column (Breen-Warhoon) 28 (1-3-O-3-O-O)
7. The Sqiirrel Cage (Ellik-Shangri-L'Affaires) 23 (3-0-1-0-0-1)
8. Warrior Bard (Willis-Axe) 21 (2-1-0-0-2-0)
9. Doric Column (Tu<k er-Yandro) 19 (1-2-0-0-1-1)

Requiem fo r Astounding (Rogers-Viper) 19 (0-1-2-1-1-1)
10. Hwyl (EBusby-Cry) 18 (0-2-0-2-0-2)
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11. Strange Fruit (RCoulsOn-Yand.ro) 17 (1-2-0-0-0-1)
12. Rumblings (RCoulson-Yandro) lij. (1-0-2-0-0-0)
13. Writings in the Sand. (Tackett-Qynatron) 11(1-1-0-0-0-0)
14. Ramblings (JCoulson-Eandro) 10 (0-2-0-0-0-0)

I Remember Me (Willis-Scottishe) 10 (1-0-1-0-0-0)
NINE: Jung & Thoughtless EIGHT: Green Thoughts. SEVEN: Tailgate Ramble. SIX: War- 
hoon editcrials, Atheling's column in Axe, Fandom Harvest, Golden Minutes, Man with 
an Axe, FIVE: Beardmumblings, With Jaundiced Eye, Horizons editorials, Turnip Ghost, 
Inn a Mist, Scribblings, Lowndes in Warhoon, All in Color for a Dime, Emergency Flare, 
Keep Smiling, View from Down Under, Lin Carter's Book Reviews in Xero. FOUR: Silver 
Seconds, The Editor Ourself, Specs, And in the Bottle, SF Quiz (Baxter's), Writings 
of a Confirmed Cynic, The Slant Story, Silver Dagger, Homily. THREE: Weber's Min
utes, The Sax That Maybe Once, Wailing Wall, CRY of the Readers. TWO: End of Cry, 
Wheel of Fortune, Adventures in Mundanity, Twice Under Heavily. ONE: Ethel Lindaay 
in Haverings, Coulson's Emz Reviews (fanzine unspecified), Fallen Engelinos, Tren
chant Bludgeon, Main Stream.

F. BEST FAN WRITER

1. Walter .Willis 159 (15-8-6-1-0-2)
2. Harry Warner 126 (7-6-5-10-1-2)
3. Walter Breen 48 (2-3-2-1-4-2)
4. Terry Carr 43 (3-2-2-0-2-3)
5. Redd Boggs 41 (2-3-2-2-0-0)
6. Richard Bergeron 31 (O-3-2-2-1-O)
7. Bob Tucker 28 (1-1-2-3-O-O)
8. Ron Ellik 26 (2-1-1-O-2-1)
9. F.M.Busby 23 (O-2-1-2-1-1)

John Berry 23 (1-1-1-2-1-0)
Avram Davidson 23 (l-l-P-3-1-1)

10. Charles Wells 15 (0-2-1-0-0-1) 
Calvin Demmon 15 (0-0-2-1-2-0)

11. Gary Deindorfer 14 (1-0-1-0-1-2)
12. Norm Clarke 13 (0-1-1-1-0-1)
13. Buck Coulson 12 (1-0-0-0-3-0)

Ted White 12 (1-1-0-0-0-1)
14. Richard Kyle £0 (1-0-1-0-0-0)
EIGHT: KAnderson, VRyan, Webex. SEVEN: 
Fitch, Rogers. SIX; B.jo Trimble, L.
Shaw, Tackett, Eney, Sapiro, Burn, 3, 
Lupoff, Pauls. FIVE: Bloch, Blish, 
Burbee, Moffatt, Patten. FOUR: Ebert, 
Economou, Lichtman. THREE! Horse, Cox, 
Calkins, Schultz, Lindsay, Rapp (unspe- 
ficied). TWO: Speer, Bradley, Coleman, 
Baxter, Deckinger, Rotsler, Hermant.
ONE: EBusby, Hulan, Freeman.

G. BEST NEW FAN OF 1962:

1. Fred patten 19 (6-0-1)
2. Paul Willians 16 (4-2-0)
3. Tom Armistead 13 (3-1-2)
4. Dian Girard 10 (2-1-2)
5. Avram Davids on 8 (2-1-0) 
Others at top of second column.

G. (continued):
SEVEN: Madeleine Willis, Larry Pinsher. 
SIX: Gary Deindorfer, John Boardman, 
Dav e Kyle, FIVE: Don Fitch, Calvin 
Demmon. FOUR: Elliott Shorter, Da^e 
Hulan. THREE: Harvey Iman, John Bax
ter, Aritsume Toyoda, Alva Rogers, Ned 
Brooks, Paul Wyszkowski. TWO: Jack 
Chalker, Enid Jacobs, Kevin Langdon, 
Steve Shaw, Norm Clarke (of NY), Fred 
Gottschalk, Bcn Orlove, Bernie Morris, 
Ron Bennett, Shelby Vick. ONE: Art 
Wilson, J. Jackson, Gebe Labowitz, Larry 
Crilly, H.P.Norton, Larry Kafka, Nike 
Domina, Forry Ackerman, Bill Sarill.

H. NUMBER ONE FAN FACE GF 1962
1. Walter TAllis 64 (18-3-4)
2. Ron Ellik 15 (3-1-4)

Ethel Lindsay 15 (1-4-4)
3. FMBusby 13 (3-2-0)

Harry Warner 13 (3-2-0)
4. Richard Bergeron 12 (1-4-1) 
5. Madeleine Willis 9 (1-3-0) 
EIGHT: Davidson, Eney. SEVEN: Breen. 
SIX: None. FIVE: Bjo Trimble, Ella 
Parker, Kemp. FOUR: T White. THREE; 
Fitch, RCoulson, Al Lewis (unspecified), 
Tucker, Beard. WO: Berry, Seth John
son, Patten, TCarr. ONE: DeVore, Sneary, 
Bradley, Baxter.

PART TWO: The charter was approved by 
a vote of 37 approving, 10 disapproving. 
A copy is enclosed with this report.

PART THREE: Winners of the committee 
election were — turn the page -- suspense
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This is how the committee election went: ' Ron Bennett - U6'; Dick Eney - hO; Boh 
LLchtman - 32; George Scithers - 32; Terry Carr -33; Walter Breen - 22. (The figures 
are correct - the names are out of order). All except Breen were elected aid have 
been notified. I have asked Dick Eney to be temporary chairman of the newly-elected 
group until they can elect a permanent Pollster, which he has agreed to do.
REMARKS BY THE BELOVED FOUNDER: Egad, "founder". Will my name go down in fannish 
history? I thought that since I had all this space — and I’m paying for it, any
way — I would make a few observations that might be useful to future committees. 
Obviously, nothing J say in this section is official,,

In the first place, there, were some things that the ad hos committee didn't de
dide that the new Pollster ought to make clear one way or the other.. Do you sign 
your name to your ballot or not? Obviously, if the voter is required to sign, then 
the practice .(if it is adopted) of sending the report to those who voted will be 
expedited., (The ad hoc committee, by the way, voted down proposals to send such a 
report this time, and also a proposal to include a requirement for such a report in 
the charter. I'm doing uhis entirely on my own hook). But some people may be un
willing to vote under such an arrangement. Perhaps a compromise — those who want 
the report may sign -their names...

Wider this voting system, one-shot voting could get to be a problem -- this is 
voting only in the first place- in each cst egory. One person this time did this 
consistently. It distorts the results quite a bit. Along with this, should a per
son be allowed to vote for himself? Some did, this time; most did not.

Should letter columns of fanzines be included under "Best Column"? That is the 
definition of "new fan"? I was rather tickled this time to note that one fan wrote 
across tins section of the ballot the query, "Vere there any?" This fan himself got 
votes in that category (I mean section G - pardon my demonstratives).

Perhaps the most difficult questions to clear up concern the charter. Several 
people made comments about the vagueness of the charter, or about specific items 
omitted that they thought should be included. Perhaps a bit of explanation of how 
it came about should be in order (although of course the charter mist speak f©r it
self — the ad hoc committee's motives in adopting it are not germane to its inter
pretation). This charter is a compromise in two senses, tn the first place, there 
was a split over whether theye should be one at all» I had proposed a much more 
detailed charter tc begin with; the charter finally adopted is much cut down from 
that. It represents a bare-minimum proposal put forth with the hopes tint it would 
be acceptable to the no-charter group and out of a great welter of proposals to add 
to it, very few indeed were adopted, Asit stands, I think it is pretty good. Under 
the single-pollster with committee back-up/adopted, the pollster should have the free
dom so make wfnt decisions are necessary without being bound by a details d charter. 
I .'‘eel that this is a good thing; it is unlikely that rhe committee could have fore
seen all the problems that will ccme up and a detailed cla rter would only have inter
fered, not helped.,,

The other compromise is over the organization of the poll set-up, I had pro
posed a committee of five to conduct the poll; Richard Bergeron, finding this too 
cumbersome, came back with.a proposal to elect one pollster to do everything and 
make all decisions. Lupoff came up with the present compromise, which I think is 
better than either of the two previous proposals The idea is that a five-member ■ 
committee will be elected (as it has been), this committee will choose a pollster, 
and the pollster will proceed to do all the work and make all ih e decisions — with 
the "aid and advice" of the committee and subject in the committee's veto. Thus he 
will not have to go running to the committee for every little decision. In parti
cular (several commented on this) he will decide who is eligible to vote in the poll. 
The/committee was in the process of drawing up rather elaborate criteria for voting 

hoc /continued cne page following/
IT



THE PROPOSED CHARTER 
OF THE FAN POLL COMMITTEE

ARTICLE 1. The Fan Poll Committee shall consist of five fans elected in a fandom
wide election conducted every January. It shall elect from its membership a Pollster 
(in case of deadlock, the previous year's.committee shall pick the pollster from 
among the new committee's membership) who will ponduct the Annual Fan poll the fol
lowing January, simultaneously conducting the election of the next year's committee.

ARTICLE 2. The Pollster shall have the authority'to make.all the decisions aadtake 
any action necessary to conducting the poll and the election, and may call on the 
Committee for aid and advice pertaining thereto. But at any time the Committee may, 
by a majority vote, overrule the Pollster in any decision he makes, and, if necessary, 
remove him from office. . .

ARTICLE 3. Expenses of the Poll will be paid from a committee treasury kept by the 
Pollster. He may, with the consent of the. committee, assess the voters a small 
amount to pay expenses* 

'y 1 * a 4 • *
ARTICLE 4. To qialify as a candidate for the Committee, a person must be eligible 
to vote in the poll and must notify the Pollster of his candidacy by a deadline set 
by the Pollster*

ARTICLE 5. Amendments to this Charter may be proposed by a majority of the committee 
and will be put on the next regular ballot unless the committee decides to conduct 
a special referendum. The amendment will be adopted if approved by a majority of 
those voting.



when the proposal was put & rward to let the pollster decide. This proposal was 
adopted, and I think it is quite clearly embodied in article 2, although in retro
spect it perhaps would have been better to mention this matter explicitly in the 
charter.

Thus this system makes things a lot simpler by giving the pollster a practically 
free rein. However, from the other point of view, the fact that the committee i.s 
there standing behind him and looking over his shoulder, as it were, it a valuable 
safeguard in case the pollster suddenly gafiates, has money troubles, or whatever. 
Hopefully the power to remove him from offide will be done only under extreme provo
cation. Also hopefully the committee will use its powers to veto his(decisions only 
in 'Aery serious cases.. A situation, for example, where the committee might be just
ified in exercising this veto power would be if some rather hotheaded person were' 

.elected who proceeded to deny people like G M Carr or John Boardman the right to 
vote-m the poll because of their political opinions, or larry Shaw because, of his 
personal antipathy to Larry (I mention these names on purpose — they wére suggested 
to me by two different-fans as people who ought not to be allowed to rate, 'or at least 
as people about whom there was serious question of whether they shouldvote — need- 
iess co say, all oi them got ballots). In such a case I think the committee would 
have the right to veto the pollster's decision and send them ballots. But 
action, it the pollster has otherwise been properly conducting his lob. is 
my opinion,‘grounds for removal. ’ " '

such
NOT, in

In general, however, I hope the committee acts with restraint and the Pollster 
"^+y. Of course, if theya 11 dd, there would be no needwith commonsense and liberality, 

for a charter... — Charles 1 Jells

determine) and somethers^suc^asWh° V°ted Ín the po11 (whose name I can 
dated if fanzine editors^ho gSt this "woulTnf5 P°1K K W°Uld be aP^e-
additional copies are available on request from ^t ÍL"Xess “el
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